
Växb� Kro� Men�
Växbo 2924, 821 95 Bollnäs, Sweden, Bollnaes

+46278666185,+33186995715 - http://www.vaxbokrog.se

The Menu of Växbo Krog from Bollnaes includes about 18 different meals and drinks. On average, you pay for a
dish / drink about $87.4. In pleasant weather you can even eat and drink in the outdoor area. What User doesn't

like about Växbo Krog:
we have probably done most of the things wrong when we arrived in this restaurant in the middle of nowhere,
with a look at a little lake. first we came half an hour before the kitchens closed their lunch service, second we

were seven of which one was in a wheel chair, and finally to make it easy for the kitchen, we all chose the catch
of the day, healbutt eaten with garnel this mostly delicate fish was overcooked and... read more. If you're in a

rush, you can get tasty Fast-Food menus to your taste from Växbo Krog in Bollnaes, freshly prepared for you in
few minutes, Besides, there is the characteristic mood and obviously also the typical ambiance of a Brasserie.

Furthermore, they serve you tasty seafood meals, You can admire an attractive panorama of the deliciously
prepared meals, as well as a spectacular panorama of some of the local attractions.
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Soup�
GAZPACHO 1,921 kr

Sauce�
MAYO

Ic� crea� cup
BANANA SPLIT 687 kr

Coffe�
COFFEE 314 kr

Loca� Heroe�
RAW BEEF 1,921 kr

Barnmen�
PANCAKES 803 kr

Desserter
VANILJGLASS MED KOLASÅS 524 kr

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

Drink�
BOTTLE OF WATER 291 kr

HALF A BOTTLE OF WATER

Desser�
ABBORRE 1,921 kr

CHOKLADTRYFFLAR 582 kr

H�udrätter
SPAGHETTI OCH KÖTTFÄRSSÅS
AV KÖTTFÄRS FRÅN TILLMANS 920 kr

SVENSK KYCKLINGFILÉ 989 kr

Någo� Söt� �l� Kaffe�
TVÅ BITAR OST. 815 kr

EN KULA SORBET ELLER GLASS. 698 kr

Ingredient� Use�
CARROTS

MEAT
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